Freezing-related perception deficits of asymmetrical walking in Parkinson's disease.
Patients with Parkinson's disease (PD), and especially those with freezing of gait (FOG), are known to experience impairments in gait rhythmicity, symmetry, and bilateral coordination between both legs. In the current study, we investigated whether deficits in perception of gait speed between limbs were more pronounced in freezers than in non-freezers and could explain some of these gait impairments. We also assessed cognitive ability and proprioception. Twenty-five PD patients (13 freezers, 12 non-freezers) and 12 healthy controls walked on a split-belt treadmill, while the speed of one of the belts was gradually increased. Participants had to indicate the moment at which they perceived belt speeds to be different. The main outcome variables were the number of correct responses (perception accuracy) and the difference in belt speeds at the moment the participants perceived belt speeds to be different (perception threshold). In addition, gait characteristics during both split- and tied-belt walking were determined. Results showed significantly lower perception accuracy in freezers, whereas the perception threshold did not differ between groups. During tied-belt walking, freezers exhibited more asymmetrical step lengths and limb excursions than non-freezers and healthy controls. Greater step length and limb excursions were associated with better perception, whereas more variable gait was associated with more impaired perception. The results confirm the hypothesis that freezers have impaired perception of locomotor asymmetry. While proprioceptive and cognitive ability did not explain these findings, the possible causal link with the occurrence of FOG needs further corroboration.